Serdar Kocbey
BTT LTD
BILATERAL MEETINGS
03.03.2015 Tuesday (13.10h - 15.15h)
03.03.2015 Tuesday (15.15h - 16.55h)
04.03.2015 Wednesday (9.00h - 11.05h)
04.03.2015 Wednesday (11.05h - 13.10h)
04.03.2015 Wednesday (13.10h - 15.15h)
04.03.2015 Wednesday (15.15h - 16.55h)

DESCRIPTION Formed in 1999 by a group of experienced engineers, BTT is
specialized on research and development of advanced
software and hardware systems. We produce high quality
solutions and value added services, based on competitive
technological advance and experience. Our commitment to
customers is timely delivery, fulfilling promises and meeting
targets with affordable innovative, tailored solutions to
specific business requirements. All of BTT’s products are
products are designed and manufactured with our own
research and development activities mainly in areas of
Telecommunication systems, data analysis, voice and image
applications, and umbrella management & control systems
Our solutions are tailored for the specific needs of our
customers to help them dealing with vast amounts of
information and achieve their goals. Our experience in
combining both software and hardware systems makes us a
reliable partner for critical systems.
ORGANIZATION TYPE Company
ORGANIZATION SIZE 26-50
AREAS OF ACTIVITIES HARDWARE
1. Encryptation and security equipment

2. Location technologies and services

SOFTWARE/INTERNET
1. Application development
2. Data analysis
3. Mobile security systems

Request

TARGET PARTNERS
BTT offers state-of the art solutions for intelligence, GSM monitoring, and security solutions and
has the vast experience in software engineering for over 10 ten years. All of our products are
products are designed and manufactured with our own research and development activities.
Target Partners sougth:
Value added resellers and value added distributors with experiences in IT infrastructure and
security with customers in government law enforcement, military or financial institutions.

COOPERATION OFFERED
1. Outsourcing co-operation
2. Technical co-operation
3. License agreement
4. Manufacturing agreement
5. Sales / Distribution

COOPERATION REQUESTED
1. Sales / Distribution

